
HIGH RISK OF FOREST FIRES
Evacuation instructions – cleared by SDIS

During this period, the authorities closely monitor the start of the fires for rapid interventions and 
warn us in case of risk for us.
Do not call the emergency numbers: 18, 112, 15, 17 as they are very busy and will 
alert us. (This does not apply for a fire starting within your sight).

Who decides on the evacuation?
It is the Prefect who decides and the authorities transmit the order to the manager.
It is the SCI that must then organize the evacuation.
In the event of a fire starting on the domain, move away from the fire but wait for the 
evacuation order to allow quick access for the firefighters and the intervention of a water 
bomber helicopter.
Staff and volunteers will wear yellow tops ( for guides) and orange (for supervisors).
Consult the evacuation plan as soon as you arrive on the site, which allows for priority routes  
for firefighters.

What to do ?
Wait for the order which will be given by SMS and/or by loudspeaker.
Do not panic !
Strictly follow, without discussion, the instructions given by the guides to the exit where you 
will be directed.
At the assembly point (Lou Paradou) you will know which reception center to go to. You will 
have been given a car window sticker as you exit by the entrance roundabout and that will tell
the CCFF guides where to direct you once on the  CD 25.
People descending on foot meet at the Lou Paradou.

Bring with you the following essentials as required: any medication, ID, some clothes and toiletries.
Close windows, doors and shutters.
Above all, do not close/shut of any connected gas bottles which supply your oven or hob inside
(very high risk of explosion!). It becomes more of a risk if closed/shut off. 
Place the other bottles in a visible place on the plot.
Above all, do not lock gates or remote-controlled gates at the entrance to your plot.

"Let us be collectively responsible for our safety in our haven"

Translated by Jane Johnson Plot 531, jane-johnson@hotmail.co.uk  This translation is for informational purposes
only and is NOT a substitute for the official document content.  
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